How CBN Cuts Energy Cost with Ice Stores / Facility Tour
Presented by
Ken Snell and Clint LeMaster, CBN Facility Managers

CBN has a long history of making ice and using ice stores to offset energy costs. They have been able to transfer much of their energy demands from peak to off-peak hours allowing them to take advantage of Dominion Energy’s off-peak rates. Our tour guides, Facility Managers Ken Snell and Clint Le Master have been with CBN for over 20 years. Mr. Snell will tell us about specific cost savings using ice storage, how many years it took to see an ROI, the expected life of the equipment and other key information that helped CBN make the decision to invest in ice stores. Lunch will be followed by a tour of the ice stores and corresponding facilities.

The sign in process is lengthy. Please RSVP so that the security desk can expedite the sign in process. A picture ID is required.

Please see “Additional Information” for directions and parking instructions.

Register for the February Chapter Meeting